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CVI Membership Options - Lifetime Membership – Check out what is important to you!

 A lifetime membership featuring pro-active strategic long term capabilities.

 A dynamic array of options, accounts, benefits, compensation, revenue streams and services.

 A prodigious capacity to continually generate innovative business and capital solutions and more.

 An unlimited ability to account for and compensate any kind of endeavour, enterprise or entity.

 A crystal clear defined vision with comprehensive organizational and operational structure.

 Mission focused programs with a corresponding integrated resource and asset network.

 An action oriented outlook, optimizing character, personality, altruism, shared values, ideals, 
interests, enthusiasm and goals, with a reliable and solid way of building long term relationships.

 Co-operative based endeavours and opportunities dedicated to generating success in a 
comprehensive and unprecedented scale for more Made in Canada and everything that really matters.

 Zero limits on creative imagination generating new combinations to unlock a universe of potential.

 Explore and discover challenging and rewarding opportunities and experiences.

 Express personal genius, character and personality, assert courageous individualism to learn, grow 
and excel to enjoy everyday peace of mind being, doing and experiencing your ideals and values.

 Make new friends and transform your life in a constructive and optimistic group environment.

 Work with people and resources to create prosperity, abundance, success and the everyday 
happiness of achieving goals, an enhanced quality of life and living your greatest dreams.

 Develop and acquire new combinations of wealth, wealth producing power and economic security.

 Optimize ownership, control, management, operational structures, jurisdictions, documentation and 
agreements for empowering results, accountability for multiple bottom lines, social and environmental 
responsibilities, new job, career, investment and acquisition opportunities and options..

 Democratic consensus of participating members is available, your vote of confidence and 
exercising your powerful freedom of choice is required and is the only vote that counts.

 Secure strategic advantage to confidently manage assets and resources as a Member/Co-trustee.

 We also have “the 100% money back guarantee!” for total peace of mind, the Private Member 
Agreement and powerful and unparalleled CVI-Options to get you started.

 The universe is on your side! Capital Vault Incorporated presents opportunity and vision to explore 
and discover amazing possibilities and experience the greatest adventure of all time!
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